i i fundamental problems.
The puzzle of mining association rules on a short transaction database:
Consider the knowledge discovery in a transaction database of a convenience store where customers usually visit frequently and the number of items purchased in each transaction is usually small. Such a database is then composed of short transactions. Previous mining works in association rules, however, do not fully explore the inter-transaction relationship, and are thus apt to provide the limited knowledge in the sales patterns (as discovered from intratransactions). Note that such purchasing scenarios for short transactions also occur in electronic commerce purchasing records, pharmacy purchasing databases, bookstore transaction records, and so on, thereby unavoidably reducing the usefulness of rule mining in these applications.
Example 1.1: Consider the database shown in Figure 1 , e.g., the customer purchasing records of a furniture store. Let the minimum transaction support threshold required for generating frequent patterns be two transactions (denoted by T IDs in Figure 1 ). Note that since fewer items will be bought at the same time, as shown in Figure 1 , the association rules we obtain will be those such as "TV and TV set are frequently purchased together ", which, while being correct by the definition, is of less interest to us in the association rule mining.
Lack of long patterns for sequential pattern mining:
On the other hand, due to the imposition of a strict order, e.g., people would buy B after the purchase of A, followed by shopping C, the mining of sequential patterns tends to suffer from the drawback of having very low supports in long sequential patterns [4, 19] . Otherwise, rules in long sequences will rarely be discovered. For instance, the occurrence probability of a seven-item sequential pattern could be in proportion to p 6 where p is the probability of a certain product being bought after a given one. In fact, such a strict order in the sequential pattern mining might not be justifiable in some real applications, since after the purchase of a TV, one may have less interest in the exact subsequent buying order of products, say, TV set, sofa, end table, lamp, carpet, coffee table, than in exploring what set of products in general would be inspired for subsequent purchases.
Example 1.2:
Recall the illustrative example in Figure 1 . The minimum support (denoted by min_supp) threshold for analyzing the customer purchasing behaviors is assumed to be min_supp = 40%, meaning that a frequent pattern should appear in at least two customer' purchasing behaviors (denoted by CIDs in Figure 1 ). As shown in Figure 1 , there is no more frequent 3-items sequential pattern in this example.
Consequently, this paper explores the mining of causality rules with the triggering and consequential events for a database of short transactions. Such a short transaction database is, in our opinion, common in many real applications. Explicitly, we shall conduct in this paper the mining of causality rules from a transaction i i Figure 1 . An illustrative example for the mining on a short transaction database database, where each event may belong to multiple categories and the causality rule consists of (a) a sequence of triggering events and (b) a set of consequential events. The causality rule mining capability can be applied to various applications. For example, one can improve electronic commerce applications by first identifying consumer telephone calling patterns and consumer buying patterns, and then using the information discovered to attain more effective on-line advertising and offerings to the consumers. Specifically, transaction patterns can be derived from collected data by observing the customer behavior in terms of cause and effect, or what will be referred to as triggering events and consequential events. In this paper, the term "causality rule(s)", denoted by X ½ Y, will refer to a rule of describing certain customer behavior where some triggering events, i.e., X, lead to a set of consequential events, i.e., Y . This problem can be further described by the example below. Example 1.3: The purchase of a new set of the living room furniture may start with buying sofa sets and TVs, followed by shopping for TV sets, coffee tables, lamps and carpets for various accessories. Hence, the triggering event would be buying sofas/TVs, and the consequential events are the behaviors of buying TV sets, coffee tables, lamps, carpets and accessories. Consider the database in Figure 1 with min_supp = 40% again. With the concept of the triggering and consequential events, plenty of useful causality rules will be discovered from this transaction database. Some interesting causality rules are shown below.
(1) {T V, T V set, Sofa} ½ {Lamp} with min_supp = 40%; (2) {T V, T V set} ½ {End table, Lamp} with min_supp = 40%; Note that no specific order is assumed among the triggering/consequential events. In essence, the problem of mining causality rules can be mapped from an event sequence database into a problem of counting large event sets. In this paper, we decompose the problem of mining causality rules into two phases, i.e., the phase of discovering one-triggering causality rules and the phase of generating multi-triggering causality rules:
1. In the phase of discovering one-triggering causality rules, we use iterative approaches to deriving one-triggering event causality rules which contain only single triggering events. To count the occurrences in the event sequence database of each candidate k-event rule in C k , it is necessary to scan through the sequence database to do a sub-sequence matching. This i i procedure is very costly in the presence of a huge number of candidate sets and a large event database, and in our opinion, cannot be dealt with by direct extensions from existing rule mining methods, including GSP [4] , FP-tree [10] , PrefixSpan [19] , episode mining algorithms [15, 16] , and so on. Hence, instead of comparing each candidate rule in C k directly with the event sequence in the database, the event sequence is transformed into a simple event sequence based on the concept of hierarchical sub-sequence matching. With the hierarchical matching methodologies, the detection of an occurrence of a causality rule in an event sequence can be greatly facilitated.
2. In the phase of generating multi-triggering causality rules, newly identified one-triggering event causality rules are used to generate the next set of candidate rules to be evaluated, by increasing either (1) the size of the set of consequential events triggered by triggering events or (2) the number of triggering events. For example, the causality rule of "A and B triggering C" can hold true only if both rules "A triggers C" and "B triggers C" hold.
Since the corresponding causality rules can be derived in a straightforward manner in the phase of generating multi-triggering causality rule, the overall performance of mining causality rules is in fact determined by the first phase, i.e., the phase of discovering one-triggering causality rules. To minimize the corresponding computational cost in the first phase, we develop, in light of the concept of hierarchical matching, three algorithms, namely candidate-sets-based hierarchical matching (referred to as algorithm HM C ), data-sets-based hierarchical matching (referred to as algorithm HM D ) and adaptive hierarchical matching (referred to as algorithm HM A ), to explore the mining of causality rules. Extensive experiments are performed to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms. Sensitivity analysis on various parameters of the event database is also conducted to provide many insights into algorithms proposed. According to the experimental results, it is shown that algorithm HM C is effective in generating the higher order large event sets whereas algorithm HM D is good at dealing with the huge numbers of the lower order event sets. The adaptive matching algorithm HM A is shown to outperform algorithms HM C and HM D , by adaptively employing matching techniques of algorithms HM C and HM D . These experimental results conform with the complexity analysis of algorithms proposed. Scale-up experiments show that all three algorithms scale linearly with the number of customer transactions.
We mention in passing that association rules deal with intra-transaction information, in which the events have occurred effectively simultaneously, with no regard for cause and effect or trigger and consequence. Causality rules, in contrast, deal with inter-transaction behavior explicitly. The triggering event must occur earlier in time than all of the consequential events where no specific order is assumed among the triggering/consequential events. On the other hand, sequential events are inter-transaction events which are necessarily ordered in time [4, 19] , such that a second event always follows the first, and a third event follows the second, but the third would never directly follow the first. Further, the works in [15, 16] consider frequent episodes discovered from a long event sequence such as the one composed i i of signals in a telecommunication database. With the use of a moving window, the episode mining algorithms explore the temporal relationship (parallel or sequence) of signals in individual long transactions. The inter-transaction behavior is, however, not addressed. It is worth mentioning that since the causality relationship can only be captured by the mining on non-sequential, inter-transaction information across multiple categories, the causality rule can be viewed as a more general framework than those in prior studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem description of mining causality rules is given in Section 2. Section 3 examines three different procedures, i.e., HM C , HM D , and HM A , in detail. We empirically evaluate the performance of these algorithms and study their scale-up properties in Section 4. This paper concludes with Section 5.
Problem Description
Specifically, a rule "{c 1 } triggers {r 1 , ..., r k }", denoted by {c 1 } ½ {r 1 , ..., r k }, is called a one-triggering causality rule, if there is a sufficient number of sequences in the database containing c 1 followed by the r j 's, (1 ≤ j ≤ k) in any order and the c 1 , r 1 , ..., and r k , satisfy some pre-specified constraints (e.g., time constraint). This causality rule can be generalized to allow for a sequence of triggering events to lead to a set of consequential events. In other words, "{c 1 , ..., c m } triggering {r 1 , ..., r k }", denoted by {c 1 , ..., c m } ½ {r 1 , ..., r k }, may be regarded as a multitriggering causality rule, if there is a sufficient number of sequences containing {c 1 , ..., c m } followed by the r j 's, (1 ≤ j ≤ k) in any order, and furthermore that {c 1 , ..., c m } and {r 1 , ..., r k } satisfy some pre-specified constraints. We then have the following definition. Definition 1: A causality rule X ½ Y is termed to be frequent if and only if its support is larger than the minimum support required, i.e., supp(X ½ Y ) > min_supp.
It is noted that in accordance with Definition 1, one may find out both X ½ Y and Y ½ X causality rules in the same transaction database. In our opinion, such kinds of causality rules explore the "Nature Puzzles", e.g., both "Chicken ½ Egg" and "Egg ½ Chicken" are termed as nature causality rules.
First Phase: Discovering One-Triggering Causality Rules
A sequence of k simple events, c 1 , r 1 , ..., r k−1 , corresponds to a large k-event rule, if there are sufficient numbers of sequences containing c 1 followed by the r j 's where (1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1) in any order (i.e., its fraction of appearances in the sequence database exceeds a minimum threshold). The set of all large k-event rules forms the large k-event set. A large k-event rule, {c 1 } ½ {r 1 , ..., r k−1 }, represents a causality rule if the number of sequences containing c 1 , r 1 , ..., r k−1 , exceeds some pre-specified fraction of the number of sequences containing c 1 . The foregoing fraction is referred to as the confidence requirement of the causality rule {c 1 } ½ {r 1 , ..., r k−1 }.
Let L k represent the large k-event set. Here, without loss of generality, it is assumed that for each large k-event rule, Figure 2 . An example of generating large one-triggering event sequences with min_supp = 40% {r 1 , ..., r k−2 , r k−1 } are in lexicographic order. It is noted that L 1 denotes a degenerated case, where each element only represents a frequent event, not a causality rule. Only elements in L 1 can be triggering events or consequential events of a causality rule. First, L 1 is found by scanning the sequence database and keeping a count of the occurrence of each event. For each composite event which is a set of basic events, each of the basic events in the set receives an increment on its count.
Starting with k = 2, we can then generate a candidate k-event set,
, with the same starting event and matching k − 3 of the remaining events, can be joined together to form a candidate k-event rule in C k . The candidate k-event set will contain the large k-event set as its subset.
Second Phase: Generating Multi-Triggering Causality Rules
Let L k i be the large i-event set with k triggering events at the beginning of each sequence followed by i − k consequential events. Then L (1) the same consequential set, and (2) the first j − 2 triggering events in one of the sequences that matches the last j − 2 triggering events in the other sequence, we can obtain a candidate set C j i with j triggering events. Example 2.1: Consider two sequences, S 1 and S 2 in L 2 5 . Assuming that S 1 = {A, E} ½ {F, H, Y } and S 2 = {E, G} ½ {F, H, Y }, the two rules can be joined to form a new candidate rule {A, E, G} ½ {F, H, Y } in C 3 6 where A, E and G are triggering events and F , H and Y form the consequential set of events. Similarly, the occurrences of each i-event rule in C j i can be obtained. When matching an i-event rule with a sequence in the database, the triggering sub-sequence will be identified first. Then, matching of the consequential set is conducted by using the hierarchical matching approach. The candidate i-event rules with occurrences exceeding the given threshold form L (a) multi-triggering causality rules before pruning (b) multi-triggering causality rules after pruning Figure 3 . R j sets of multi-triggering causality rules on mining the database in Figure 1 where j ≥ 2
The minimum support is assumed to be 40% (i.e., two customer sequences). For ease of exhibition, we employ the symbol {A, B} as a non-ordered event sequence of event A and event B. On the other hand, < {A, B}, {D, E} > indicates event sequence {A, B} occurring before event sequence {D, E} as a causality rule which {A, B} triggers {D, E}, i.e., {A, B} ½ {D, E}. Figure 2 shows the profile of candidate k-event sets C k and large k-event sets L k in each pass.
In the phase of discovering one-triggering causality rules, after the first pass of scanning over the database, we determine the large one-triggering event set. The large event sets together with their supports at the end of the second and the third passes are shown in Figure 2 . No candidate is generated in the fourth pass. As a result, after pruning the redundant rules from L k , the R 1 set of one-triggering causality rules contains the three event rules, i.e., {C} ½ {E}, {A} ½ {D, E} and {B} ½ {D, E}, shown in Figure 2 .
The phase of generating multi-triggering causality rules is processed to generate the causality rules with higher order triggering events, i.e., R j where j ≥ 2. According to the mining results of large 1 triggering k event sets, i.e., L 1 k , in the first phase, candidate i triggering j event sets, i.e., C j i , can be sequentially generated by joining any two L j−1 i−1 where j ≥ 2 and i ≥ 3. Similarly, the database occurrences of each j-event rule in C j i are counted. As a result, the total causality rules from the database in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 3 . Note that in a set of event rules, an event rule, e.g., X ½ Y , is redundant if X ½ Y is contained in any other event sequence. It is worth mentioning that the event rules {A, B} ½ {D}, {A, B} ½ {E}, {A, C} ½ {E} and {B, C} ½ {E} shown in Figure 3a , though having minimum supports, do not appear in the answer in Figure 3b because they are redundant.
As mentioned above, since the overall performance of mining causality rules is determined by the first phase, this problem can be reduced to the problem of discovering all one-triggering causality rules for the same support threshold. For interest of space, we concentrate our presentation on mining one-triggering causality rules in the following sections. As mentioned earlier, to count the occurrences in the event sequence database of each candidate k-event rule in C k , it is necessary to scan through the sequence database to do a sub-sequence matching. It is costly to handle the matching in the presence of a huge number of candidate sets and a large event database. In view of this, we devise three candidate-matching algorithms, denoted by HM C , HM D , and HM A , to minimize the computing cost needed by the first phase of discovering all one-triggering causality rules. By utilizing the concept of hierarchical sub-sequence matching, which will be introduced in Section 3.1, these three algorithms present good efficiency and salability in the mining of one-triggering causality rules. In essence, instead of comparing each candidate rule in C k directly with the event sequence in the database, the proposed algorithms transform every composite event sequence into basic ones. Basically, algorithm HM C demonstrates the matching processing driven by candidate sets in Section 3.2 while HM D explores a matching technique which is particularly powerful in the presence of a huge number of low order large event sets in Section 3.3. As will be verified by our experimental results, by combining the advantages of both HM C and HM D , the adaptive algorithm HM A , presented in Section 3.4, will outperform HM C and HM D for generating any order of large event sets. For better readability, a list of symbols used is given in Table 1 .
S i
the i th sequence in an event sequence database D a ij a potential triggering event in the event sequence S i P ij the sub-sequence of S i that contains all of the following events of a ij Φ ij the sorted sub-sequence of P ij that contains all basic events in P ij C j i candidate i event rule with j triggering events L j i large i event rule with j triggering events 
Hierarchical Matching
While deferring the description of details, we first highlight the basic idea of hierarchical matching below. For a sequence S i in the database, we examine whether each a ij in the sequence can be a potential triggering event. First, a maximum potential set of possible consequential events is determined, including all possible consequential events which can be triggered by a ij under the pre-specified constraints. (For example, if a time constraint from the triggering event is given, the sub-sequence P ij will consist of all of the following events in S i occurring within the time constraint.) Each composite event in P ij is replaced by the basic events comprising it. After replacing the composite events, the basic events are then sorted in lexicographic order and the resulting sequence is denoted as Φ ij .
Next, within C k , those rules which start with a ij and have their remaining portions matching some sub-sequences contained in Φ ij are determined. This subset i i of C k is referred to as ∆ ij . Set Φ ij is now examined to assure that, after discarding its first event, the remaining portion of each candidate rule in ∆ ij is indeed a legitimate sub-sequence in Φ ij . Then, the count of the corresponding candidate k-event rule in C k will be incremented. After the scan of the sequence database is completed, those candidate rules in C k with counts exceeding the threshold will become L k . If L k is non-empty, the iteration continues with k incremented by one. Example 3.1: Assume that S i = A, (B, W ), D, (U, B), (H, G) . With a i1 = A, we have P i1 = (B, W ), D, (U, B), (H, G) . Then Φ i1 = {B, D, G, H, U, W }. Consider C 3 = { (A, B, H), (A, G, H), (A, E, W ) }, for instance. Both (A, B, H) and (A, G, H) start with A, with the remaining portions matching some sub-sequences of Φ i1 . On the other hand, (A, E, W ) does not find a match.
The reason for performing the initial matching of C k with Φ ij is that matching of an ordered list is much more efficient than matching of a non-ordered list. The presence of composite events inhibits ordering of the lists. That is very reason we decompose each composite event into its basic events.
Algorithm HM C : Candidate-Sets-Based Hierarchical Matching
For ease of exposition, the transaction database is pre-processed to create an event sequence database D of N sequences, with the i th sequence consisting of g i events. We present the first proposed algorithm HM C together with the candidate-setsbased hierarchical matching methodology. The algorithm of HM C is outlined below. To count the occurrences in the event sequence database of each candidate k-event rule in C k , one will scan through the sequence database to do a two step hierarchical matching. Instead of comparing each candidate rule in C k directly with the event sequence in the database, we transform the event sequence into a simple event sequence. It can be verified that the complexity of algorithm HM C is O(|C k |×n×k) for generating a large k-event set, where |C k | denotes the amount of candidate kevent sequences and n is the average number of transactions for each customer.
Algorithm HM C : Candidate-sets based hierarchical matching 1. begin; 2. obtain L 1 by counting occurrences; 3. set k to 2;
denote the i th sequence as S i = {a i1 , a i2 , ..., a igi }; 9.
set j to 1; 10. if (j 6 g i − k + 1) { 11.
set y to a ij ; 12.
derive P ij ; 13.
map P ij into Φ ij ; 14.
denote D } else {set m to m + 1}; 21.
} else {set j to j + 1}; 22.
} else {set i to i + 1}; 23.
} else {derive L k and set k to k + 1}; 24. generate rule; 25. eliminate redundant rules; 26. end;
In Step 2, the number of occurrences of each event is counted across all user sequences. Those events with occurrence counts exceeding a given threshold requirement will be included into L 1 , the large 1-event set. The next step is to determine L k for k > 1. In Step 3, k is set to 2. In Step 4, the candidate large k-event set C k , which is a superset of L k is derived. As mentioned before, this can be done by joining L k−1 with L k−1 . Specifically, for k = 2, C 2 is the cross-product of L 1 with itself. For k > 2, any two rules in L k−1 with the same starting event and matching k − 3 of the remaining events can be joined together to form a candidate k-event rule.
The next step is scanning through the event sequence database to determine the number of occurrences of each candidate rule in C k . In Step 5, i is set to 1, where i is the index to scan through the event sequence database. In Step 6, i is compared with N , i.e., the number of event sequences in the database. If it is smaller than N , there are more sequences to scan. In Step 8, the i-th sequence in the database is denoted as S i =< a i1 , a i2 , ..., a igi >. We next scan through the sequence using an index j. In Step 9, the index j is set to 1. At Step 10, j is compared with g i − k + 1, where g i is the length of the i-th sequence and g i − k + 1 is the last event in the sequence that can start a sub-sequence of length k. If j is smaller than g i − k + 1, a ij may start a causality rule of length k.
In the next steps, candidate rules in C k are matched with a sub-sequence starting with a ij . In Step 11, y is set to equal a ij . In Step 12, P ij is derived, with P ij being the maximum potential set of consequential events that can be triggered by a ij . In Step 13 which becomes necessary if any of the consequential events are composite events, Φ ij is derived by (1) replacing each composite event in P ij by the basic events comprising it; and (2) re-ordering the basic events in lexicographic order. In Step 14, D y is denoted as the subset of C k rules that start with a ij .
Next, a scan is made through D y with an index of m to determine which candidate rules in D y have a match with S i . In Step 15, m is set to 1. In Step 16, m is compared with the size of D y . If m is larger, meaning the scanning of D y is complete, j is incremented by 1 at Step 17 and the system proceeds to Step 10. If m is smaller, however, the m-th candidate rule in D y is designated as yw 1 w 2 ...w k−1 , at Step 17. In Step 18, a determination is made as to whether w 1 w 2 ...w k−1 is a sub-sequence of Φ ij . If it is not a sub-sequence, the system proceeds to Step 20.
i i
If it is determined that w 1 w 2 ...w k−1 is a sub-sequence in P ij , the occurrence count of yw 1 w 2 ...w k−1 is incremented by 1. At Step 20, m is incremented by 1 and the system proceeds to Step 16. A comparison is made to determine if j ≤ g i − k + 1, at Step 10. If the result of the comparison is "no", i is incremented by 1 at Step 22 and the system returns to Step 6. At Step 6, the value for i is compared to N . If the comparison yields a "no", C k is checked to see if it is empty, at Step 7. If not empty, L k is derived from C k at Step 23, where L k is set to include the candidate rules in C k with occurrence counts exceeding a pre-set threshold and k is incremented by 1. If it is determined that C k is empty, then all of the large event rules have been determined.
In
Step 24, from the large event sets L 2 , ..., L k−1 , causality rules are generated based on the confidence requirement. Finally, all redundant rules are eliminated at
Step 25; such that for any rule, if there exists another rule with the same triggering event and a larger consequential set containing its consequential set, (i.e., a more comprehensive rule exists) the less comprehensive rule will be eliminated. Step 18, we identify that (B, C) is a sub-sequence of Φ 11 and it is also a sub-sequence in P 11 . Thus, we increment the count of (A, B, C) by 1 at Step 19. Then, set m = 2 at Step 20 and redo the process again for determining if (B, D), (C, D), and (D, E) are sub-sequences of Φ 11 . When m > |D C y |, we set j to j + 1 (i.e., j = 2 in this case) and go back to Step 10. Therefore, in the second round we redo the candidatematching phase for y = a 1j until we finish the process for customer sequence S 1 . Then, we escape from candidate-matching phase and go to Step 8 to retrieve the next sequence from the event database.
Algorithm HM D : Data-Sets-Based Hierarchical Matching
On the other hand, the procedure HM D utilizes another efficient concept, i.e., data-sets-based hierarchical matching, to deal with the mining one-triggering event causality rules. Instead of generating D C y from C k to match P ij and Φ ij as in algorithm HM C , algorithm HM D will have w 1 ...w k−1 be generated from Φ ij and then determine if yw 1 ...w k−1 is in C k . e l s e{ s e tm to m + 1}; Consequently, the complexity of algorithm HM D is approximately O( n! (n−k)! ) for generating a large k-event set. Recall the corresponding complexity, i.e., O(|C k |× n × k), of algorithm HM C as mentioned in Section 3.2. Note that the efficiency of algorithms HM C and HM D highly depends on the amount of candidate k-event sequences |C k |, the average number of transactions for each customer n and the size of large event set k. It can be verified that algorithm HM D will perform better in the case of low order candidate k-event sets, where |C k | is very huge. On the other hand, algorithm HM C is powerful for generating higher order of large k-event sets, where |C k | is very small. By combining the advantages of HM C and HM D , we next present the adaptive algorithm HM A in Section 3.4 for the overall performance improvement.
Algorithm HM A : Adaptive Hierarchical Matching
Since fewer candidate rules usually incur shorter execution time needed, with combining two algorithms HM C and HM D , algorithm HM A will reduce the execution times for generating any large k-event set. Specifically, when (|C k |×n×k) > 
Experimental Studies
Explicitly, we generated several different transaction databases from a set of potentially frequent itemsets to evaluate the performance of the three proposed algorithms, i.e., HM C , HM D and HM A . Note that the efficiency of the three algorithms has been evaluated by some real databases, such as bookstore transaction databases and grocery sales data. However, we show the experimental results from synthetic transaction data so as to obtain results of different workload parameters. To assess the relative performance of the algorithms and study their scale-up properties, we perform several experiments on a computer with a CPU clock rate of 450 MHz and 512 MB of main memory. The methods used to generate synthetic data are described in Section 4.1. The relative performance of algorithms is presented in Section 4.2. We conduct the scale-up performance evaluation in Section 4. 
Generation of Synthetic Data
For obtaining reliable experimental results, the method to generate synthetic transactions we employed in this study is similar to the ones used in prior works [4, 19] . Explicitly, we generated synthetic customer transactions to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. These transactions mimic the transactions in the retailing environment where people buy sequences of sets of items. Without loss of generality, we use the notation Cx − T y − Sm − In to represent a database in which the average number of transactions per customer |C| = x, the average number of items per transaction |T | = y, the average length of maximal potentially large sequences |S| = m, and the average size of itemsets in maximal potentially large sequences |I| = n.
For interest of space, we generate datasets by setting the number of customers (size of database) |D| = 100, 000, the number of maximal potentially large sequences N S = 5, 000, the number of maximal potentially large itemsets N I = 25, 000 and the number of different items N = 2, 000. To reflect the reality of mining environment, the mining datasets are generated as ASCII format in the following performance evaluation. Figure 4 shows the relative execution times for the three algorithms with the database C10 − T 2.5 − S4 − I1.25 as the minimum support is 0.5%. As shown in Figure 4b , the experimental results show that HM D outperforms HM C when generating the large 2-event set and HM C has better performance in generating L k as k > 2. As a result of combining the advantages of both HM C and HM D , the adaptive algorithm HM A outperforms algorithms HM C and HM D for generating any order of large event sets. As shown in Figure 4a Relative Time 1% 2% 3% Figure 6 . Scale-up experiments for the number of customers
Relative Performance
In addition, Figure 5 shows the relative execution times for the three algorithms as the minimum support is decreased from 3% to 1%. As expected, the execution times of all the algorithms increase as the support is decreased due to the large increase in the number of corresponding sequences. In the low values of minimum support, HM D performs worse than the other two algorithms because it generates and counts a much larger number of potential candidate, D D y , from datasets to match the candidates in candidate-sets. On the other hand, HM C requires a longer execution time to match large amounts of candidates when generating low order of large event sets, such as L 2 and L 3 . Thus, relatively, in the high values of minimum support, HM C does not perform as well as the other two algorithms. With aggregating the advantages of HM D and HM C , HM A outperforms in any value of minimum support. These experimental results conform with the complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms.
